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Swami: Good afternoon guys. (Swami looks at the compilation of the healing 
techniques.) When everybody can have this type of book? 

Myuri: It needs a lot of work. There’s still some mistakes and things that 
are not included as far as deeper information about healing, the systems, 
what it requires to be a healer with these channels and different categories. 

Swami: How many days everyone can have this? 

Myuri: Like that they can have now but there are still mistakes. Everyone 
has all the information from the Healing Presentations but it wasn’t put in 
a book format because I didn’t have time to check for mistakes. Everyone 
needed the information quickly to study for the healing test.  

Swami: No problem.  Find out where the mistakes are and then have it for 
everyone in a week.  

Myuri:  Some of the words were not your own words so that was another 
part to change. 

Swami:  This is very, very, very important book. The healing techniques, 
this is your life what you want to go in the globe. This really helps. All 
different knowledge is one part. This is really one part. You need to point 



 

 

 

out where are the mistakes and I’ll correct it. Pretty good points I just 
checked it and it’s clear. Make five, six people crew, sit and go through. 
Try to print out the mistakes, give me a copy then I’ll write down. Ok, try 
to make it as soon as possible, and another thing, to add Power Objects, 
Power Stones, Power Spot. You have to give the lengthy, clear picture 
information like ten to fifteen pages of the Power Spot, what are the rules 
and regulations of the Power Spot? 

And how many power objects are still existing so far, in all the Student’s 
Kingdom - what they’re holding. And what type of layers of the Power 
Objects, and what are the benefits of the power objects, how to use the 
power objects, how many types of power objects are existing in India 
including like Shiva Lingam at Sri Sailam, Lord Venkateshwara statue in 
Tirumala. You’re holding a small Shiva Lingam, a stone, or you’re putting 
it in your body. Like this type of things you need to explain. So when was 
the first power object that was created in our Student Kingdom and 
include a little bit of their experience.  

And we need to go to Sri Sailam or Yajanti Caves around the Guru 
Purnima time. All the University students need to go and make one power 
spot, including me there too. We need to dig it and bury it. Even wherever 
you are next Guru Purnima, we all need to go again to that spot. We went 
one time to Yajanti isn’t it? One side is Lord Venkateshwara, one side 
Shiva is there. So that spot or Sri Sailam. We got permission even in Sri 
Sailam Temple to make a power spot and Yajanti we have the permission. 
At some point we need to go still the Power Journey - Shirdi and Sri 
Sailam are pending.  It’s ok, it’ll happen. 

Who is chanting the prayer maximum ten hours? Nine hours? Five hours? 
You need to spend pretty powerful time. Even when you’re taking a 
shower or whatever, keep doing it. Then that prayer, we’re going to make 
the link to all your healing techniques to make it activate to all your power 
objects and to your power spot. It’s very sensitive and tricky channel to 
make it connected. So once your energy is really raised up then certain 
things I can do.  

We preformed certain pujas - like some Brahman priests were sitting and 
chanting and their reading it. They’re taking their mala and their chanting 
it. And I made them to chant almost three million japas altogether. That 
japa energy we used to the fire ceremony. Then we went to the final 
Chandi Homa, so the energy is waiting for everybody to receive. It’s 
waiting.  So you need to do the japas as much as you can to really bring 



 

 

 

up. By two, three days, few guys like Ramakrishna, Paul, make the Power 
Objects list so far what I taught. I talked about the cobras having one stone.  

Myuri: We have all that information already. 

Swami:  No, to pull only that information out on the power objects. Once 
if you click it, all power objects are there and the uses. Certain things I 
explained before about some supernatural things, we’re not able to get that 
back. How much you really can pull that information - that’s your duty. 
The healing techniques and the japas, once you do it and have the 
experience, ninety percent in spirituality you’re done. Then some little 
Ayurvedic and numerology, astrology is a matter of a few day’s subject. 
The Parameshvari Yoga, how much you taught Clint? 

Clint: Two yantras so far. 

Swami:  And it’s also advisable guys, that yantra and especially that Shiva 
Lingam - that book is here? (Clint hands the book of yantras to Swami) 
You need to teach this yantra. 

Clint: I have some question about some of the Bijas - some are missing. It 
looks like ‘shi’ is missing.  

Swami:  In this planet nobody has any information how to use the Shiva 
Lingam. This is the first time I’m introducing to you guys how to use the 
Shiva Lingam. It’s only possible once you know this yantra and this 
mantra. You touch the Shiva Lingam, how to receive the energy and what 
is in his yantra with evidence we have it. You know what I’m saying? This 
you need. By 2:30 today sit and explain this yantra. 

(Swami’s pointing out to Clint parts of the yantra that’s very important)   

Clint:  The outside is not important, just the mula mantra and yantra?  

Swami:  No you need whole thing, whole frame. And this three is very 
important, this three, this two. The same like the Sri Chakra, like the 
sattva, tamo, rajos. This is like three layers. I’ll explain that later. So Paul 
and Ramakrishna, when you can you give the information? How many 
days you need?  

Monika T.: Ninety-five percent is already there. 



 

 

 

Swami:  Let it be everybody read it, read it, read it, read it! The japas what 
you’re chanting (Maheshwari mantra) - you’re reaching final stage. Maybe 
in two, three days you’re completing it. Then again you’re jumping 
different thing. Then again you’re jumping to a different thing. By now 
everybody knows it by heart isn’t it? Good. So try to make all like booklets, 
you know, like sections. You really can explain the Power Spot, the 
meaning of the power spot. At various times I elaborated and I explained 
in depth - go through, separate it. How many hours you need Clint to 
teach it? 

Clint: I can teach it now.  

Swami:  After you do it I’ll come again and join. Ok guys, again I’ll come. 
Go and start this yantra. 

This next part of talk is after Clint drew and went over the yantra and bijas and 
mula mantra on the yantra. 

Swami:  Generally every person has a personal mantra. Just I’m talking 
vaguely, indirectly. You might have ‘dheem, kleem, sreem, aim, namo 
gangavita nama shivaya, hessraim, mama dheem’ like that. Somewhere 
your personal mantra, once you observe, some access should be here 
(Shiva Lingam Yantra), first this part. And one more yantra is there, like 
two, Shiva and Shakti. If you got a link guys, with any letter, then 
personally you have to tell where it belongs to, which block (of the five 
blocks he pointed out).  

For example, somebody has kleem. It comes in ka. You know what I’m 
saying? Like if you think like Sri Chakra - ya ma taa raa ja ba na sa la gam ma 
sa ja sa ta ta ga sa bha ra na ma ya va bha ran a bha bha ra va. That’s also a part 
of Sri Chakra - like somebody has personal mantra nam naga rupa raksha or 
nam namo narayana - like they connect na jab ha ja ja jar a so that na in Sri 
Chakra. How to implement the Shiva and Shakti energy is easy through 
your personal mantra and using this mantra. I’ll explain later.  

But what you need to observe, take the Sri Chakra too, and this yantra, 
take your personal mantras, find which block (in yantra) you have - which 
space you have here, even in the frame (around the yantra) if you have it 
here. But you have to identify where your home is coming. Clear? For 
example, my personal mantra, it belongs, comes to here (pointing to the ma 
group in center section of the lingam) one part. Then I know how to operate to 
here. 



 

 

 

Whenever you show to me individually where your personal mantra is 
coming, you draw the yantra clearly and draw the Sri Chakra too. First 
you look both. I’m sure 99% your personal mantra somewhere belongs to 
here. You might think, this is kam, am, cham - where it is. Yes somewhere 
you’ll link it. But you have to go through all letters. In Sri Chakra, go 
through all the letters, the petals. You know what I’m saying? Once you 
keep going you’ll see which direction you’re going to. In Sri Chakra which 
direction you’re going to. 

In Shiva Yantra, in case you got here, you will get it here then where 
you’re going to that point, you need to identify. Like Gayatri mantra, one 
of Vishvamitra’s personal mantra – om bhur bhuvah suvaha tat savitur 
varenyam. ‘tat’  it came. Whole sector is ta ta - here (showing on Shiva 
Yantra). One time I mentioned tam tham kam cham - the Bijakshras. 
Where?  

Monika T.: Womb chakra. 

Swami:  Thanks. So here cham (showing on yantra)  so any one small hole 
you go it, getting access then whole the energy flow system from you, 
from your soul, makes it easier to you to help the globe, to help any soul. It 
might look funny (yantra bijas), “What is this alphabets?” in Telugu like 
English A, B, C, D, but it’s not. It’s not. It’s so tricky, so tricky and very 
cleverly they fixed it.  So you need to deeply think on it.  

This whole, these fires (flames at bottom of yantra), especially these three (in 
the middle) they didn’t mention any Bijaskras in it - this one, this one, this 
one - this you need to fix your three major personal mantras. In the worst 
case it’s giving exemption if you lost one, somebody knows it, again the 
second one you lost it then third chance you have it.  

That’s why the spiritualism, the energy channels - first is soft, pure bhakti 
way - second is power way, like powerful channels - third one is really 
aghoras, the horror way. Shiva is the most peaceful, quiet and silent 
person – sattva, tamo, rajo guna. Sometimes he’s very quiet and silence - 
no violence. Second time, yes he’s a violence - Third he’s really aghora. 
He’s really aghora, unbelievably angry, unbelievable emotion, 
unbelievable energy! At that time, to him to decharge he has to dance like 
a Nataraja - Nataraja.  

 



 

 

 

 

Using three of your personal mantras, you really can pull him in a 
beautiful way where you got the link. Then I’ll give the channeling to you 
how to use that mantra. Clear? 

Myuri: When you say to find our personal mantra (on the yantra) do you 
mean just the first syllable (letters) of our personal mantra or each syllable 
(letters) in our personal mantra? 

Swami:  Yes any letter anywhere in your personal mantra, for example, 
om namo narayana, (points out the areas on the yantra). What is your 
problem? 

Malli:  It’s not there. 

Swami:  What is your personal mantra? 

Malli: I don’t have three and I don’t find my mantra on the yantra. 

Swami:  Go for the Sri Chakra, find it there - check in Sri Chakra. How 
many don’t have your personal mantra somewhere here? It should be 
there. It should be there!!! 

Ramakrishna:  What if it’s in several places? 

Swami: Go majority where it’s really hitting it. That’s what counts that 
you need to count.  

So write your name personally on your yantra and mark it just little bit 
somewhere and hand it to me. Or you can see me one by one. I’ll give the 
number, again 108 Bijaksharas I’m giving. So how it really links to that 
Bijakshara… I don’t want to make you confused. So final in the globe the 
most powerful Bijaksharas are 108. That’s what I need to release, the top 
108.  Any Vedas, any type of energy channels, you cannot escape from that 
108 Bijas, the powerful Bijaksharas!!! 

So find out where you are. It also divides like five elements, then where 
you really linked it. Then I have to decide which element you’re going 
through and your soul character… it’s a really big job to me to really fixing 
your life in a beautiful way. If it hits four places, you have pretty good 
commanding on the four elements. If it’s in Sri Chakra, you have pretty 
good commanding on the whole Five Elements. Without elements’ energy, 



 

 

 

you cannot handle the Shiva character. Once you know how to handle the 
Shiva character, Shiva energy, pretty good you’re done. That’s majority 
why I told (Maheshwari Initiation Process) to go in the Shiva Cave and wash 
the lingam, keep washing, washing… Each person to touch, take the 
initiation to your third eye. It’s a simple. No need to get confused. Show 
me where you are. I’m happy to spend three, four minutes with each 
person to explain to you, then overall taking the next step. Any questions: 

Christine St.: What if one letter is missing in your personal mantra but the 
others are here? 

Swami:  It’s fine. One letter is fine.  

Mutiam: In your example of - om namo narayana - where would be the 
entrance, the link? Because you’re saying to find where you are but in this 
you’re all over the place. 

Swami: I’ll explain once everybody got it. Then majority people where 
they got linked I have to divide this group, that group, that group. You 
understand? For example, if it comes, om namo narayana it’s almost 
getting third-eye spot, what your actions will be, certain things what you 
can really hit it, where are the dangers, where you need to be careful, and 
what certain things you really can do - to explain all the layers of his 
energy channels. You saw in Kalahasti, same like this. We saw like five 
cobras on top of, but here it’s not that. Here it’s where you’re linking with 
your three personal mantras. You’re linking with three personal mantras.  

Volker: If I only have one personal mantra, I just choose two more from 
the list?  

Swami: Sure, but I have to know what is your first personal mantra then I 
can give the second one. I’ll give the second or third. Majority I’ve given 
personal mantras based on Sri Chakra and based on this. This book I 
didn’t even remember these mantras like seven, eight years back. My mind 
was pretty good gone. But if I look again in two, three days, I’ll be on the 
track.  It’s not a big deal.  

Imke: Choose one, the main one, or anyone (personal mantra)? 

Swami: Anyone. Clear?  So whoever is here, these spot people (1st section) 
come today, second section next day - third section next day - fourth 
section next day - fifth section next day.  



 

 

 

Aghni:  So we don’t take all three personal mantras and make marks on 
our yantra? 

Swami:  Yes, you have to, first one, second one, third one. 

David:  All the words, letters from our personal mantra, you want us to 
mark in the different box sections of the yantra? 

Swami: Yes. (pointing to yantra first section) This is top, hard workers. Who 
belongs to this? 

Myuri: Any one letter? 

Swami:   Yes. 

Ramakrishna: Any letter in the middle or the outside frame? 

Swami:  Yes, and this also links - mula mantra. Take this mantra also and 
see if you have it there. This mantra has an amazing depth meaning. 
Shuu… Shuudha means cleaning anything in the planet, whatever it is you 
can clean it. Anytime of energy, any type of crazy thing, you can handle it. 
On the days how they really created. You can’t see this Shiva Linga with 
these Bijaksharas anywhere, anywhere, impossible. When you hold the 
Shiva Lingam for the protection, it tells.  

Generally you chant ‘om nama shivaya’ putting the water. It’s ok but 
really, how to enter his energy, that’s a tricky.  Take these five sections and 
see where you are. Good. So, I’ll see you tonight.  

Myuri: If we have one letter in each section, then we come to you 
everyday? 

Swami: Yes. Good. Today I have to go to the hospital, to open the hospital, 
to the eye hospital. We hired a big huge house and all the equipment. 
Everyday minimum twenty to fifty operations will be going on continually 
for several years. So at 5 o’clock I’m going today and some are most 
welcome to come and watch. So it takes care around the villages any 
cataracks eye operations permanently cured. So that charitable service we 
took it. So hopefully everything goes good. Anybody want to come with 
me?  I’m taking the gents. 

Good day guys. 



 

 

 

End of Talk 

 

 


